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Vertex Indirect Tax Accelerator for
Oracle Cloud ERP
®

Powerful Global Tax Integration Solution.
The Vertex Indirect Tax Accelerator for Oracle Cloud ERP is a robust, advanced integration allowing nearly
push-button setup of the Vertex tax engine. A powerful user interface streamlines the integration processes,
improving the time-to-value of a Vertex tax engine for Oracle Cloud ERP customers while reducing the risks
inherent in implementation.

Faster Time-to-Value

Benefits:

The advanced technology of the Vertex Accelerator

+ Improves the time-to-value.

automates and streamlines previously manual processes and

+ Optimizes the implementation process.

time-consuming setup scripts to enable Oracle Cloud ERP users

+ Reduces the risk inherent in the system implementation

to proceed quickly to the business configuration of their Vertex
tax engine This dramatically increases the time-to-value and
improves the ROI.
A modern, intuitive graphical user interface guides the user
through the setup of the Vertex integration providing visibility

process.
+ Improves visibility and control over the Oracle and Vertex
integration.
+ Increases ease of use and saves time in system maintenance.
+ Improves tax calculation accuracy.

and control at every step.

+ Improves reporting and data insight for better decisions.

The integration allows Oracle Cloud ERP users to spend less time

Three decades of partnership

on basic implementation steps and invest more time in strategic
business processes. It enables faster, more intuitive adjustments

Since 1992, the formal partnership between Oracle and Vertex

to tax configuration to support business changes like M&A, new

has helped more than 1,500 companies grow their businesses

products, and new regions as well as tax changes.

while sustaining tax compliance and mitigating audit risk.
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Powerful user interface streamlines process and improves control

Features
Onboarding Dashboard

Data Enrichment

Automate customer configuration steps and view

Improve tax accuracy and reporting with

progress. Easily onboard multiple instances faster.

richer transaction data.

Setup Tax Actions and Rule-based
Data Mapping

Transaction Monitoring

Automate the configuration and addition of

visibility, troubleshooting, and issue

rules for improved efficiency.

resolution.

Master Data Import

Automated Reporting

Automate the import of master data setup to

Schedule automated data extracts and reports

reduce time and reduce manual data risks.

to reduce steps and streamline operations.

Real-Time Testing

Comprehensive Tax Support

Increase efficiency with real-time testing for

Supports sales, use, and value added tax for

pre-go-live and post-go-live.

global tax management.

Monitor transaction data flows to improve
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